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General:

- The following types of vehicles are exempt from obtaining license plates and registration. Titling of these types of vehicles is optional.
  - Farm tractors
  - Self-propelled farm equipment
  - Rubber-tired farm wagons, carts & trailers which are designed primarily for field use
  - Road rollers and road machinery temporarily upon the highways
  - Log loaders used exclusively for loading logs
  - Buses and trackless trolleys operating within corporate limits under municipal franchise
  - Self-propelled motor cranes used in off-road construction
  - Self-propelled oil well pulling units used for servicing oil and gas wells
  - Tow dollies

- A permit to move oversized or overweight vehicles on the highway must be obtained from the Department of Transportation and Development (DOTD).

Related Policies:
Section 4, Policy 2.00 Basic Requirements For Obtaining A Certificate Of Title